Euro Wheel Hoe Assembly Instructions

Instruct-EWH-002

Parts List:
1 Frame with wheel
2 upper Handles
1 Handle cross-brace
1 lower Handle
4 long Bolts with nuts
4 short Bolts with nuts
1 Hitch Pin with clip
1 Three-tooth Cultivator
1 Plow
1 Stirrup Hoe attachment
Using 2 long Bolts, connect the 2 upper Handles together with the
Handle cross-brace. Snug them, but do NOT tighten the bolts yet.

Using the other 2 long Bolts, connect the “V” end of the lower Handle
to the upper Handles. Snug them, but do NOT tighten the bolts yet.

Using the 4 short bolts, connect the flattened ends of the lower Handle
to the INSIDE of the Frame. The bolts that pass through the slots
should be positioned in the middle of the slot.
NOW tighten ALL of the 8 handle bolts.

Flip the unit upside down, so the long hitch bar portion of the Frame is
pointing upwards. This is the safest and easiest position for changing
attachments. Fasten your attachment to the hitch bar using the Hitch Pin
and clip.

Attachment options are: Stirrup Hoe, Cultivator, Plow (furrow opening position) , Plow (furrow closing position)

Adjust handle position to match your height:
To adjust the handles for comfort and efficiency, first attach the Stirrup Hoe to the unit. Loosen the 4 short bolts
that attach the Handle to the Frame. Pivot the handles up or down until the black grips are hip height (between
your bellybutton and groin). Re-tighten the 4 bolts. Try the unit in the garden, and make any final adjustment that
makes you arms and wrists more comfortable.

Offset Handle option:
The handles can be pivoted to either side. This allows you to walk and push from the side of the wheel hoe, rather
than from directly behind. This is useful for use in low raised beds, and in hoop houses.
To make this adjustment, flip the unit upside down, and loosen the two bolts that pass through the hitch bar. (See
arrows below) Rotate the tall “U” channel that the handles bolt to. Re-tighten the two bolts.

